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Maintaining website content is costly and slow

SMBs need to update their 
websites, but agencies are costly. 
Service requests are
$80 to $120 / hour.

Update requests take a lot of 
back and forth, days to weeks.

170,000 Web developers
In 120,000 web agencies

× $60,000 Average salary
× 15% Time updating content

$1.5  Billion In the U.S.
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Website agencies try 
hard to stay 
competitive
Existing Content Management Systems
are not sufficient to incorporate dynamic 
and custom build web apps, custom themes, 
plug-ins....

Customer Training is painful
Average WordPress website has 20-50 plug-
ins, with non-visual interfaces. This is not a 
viable option

Integrated Development Environments
make development faster but do not 
support the dynamic nature of web apps
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Web developers see their 
productivity increased by 50%

Source: I-corps interviews

Web agencies can ship our 
Tharzen self-maintenance to 

SMBs
They remain the contact point for design and complex dev

Our breakthrough technology makes maintenance faster
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Customers or 
developers open 
their web app or 
website

They open the webpage 
using their favorite browser 
and device, or one for 
testing.
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They browse the app 
or website using 
regular controls

Click, keyboard, touch, 
events...
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They spot something 
to update and click 
the edit button

This button appears only for 
them, if they are already 
logged in.

Otherwise, they would just 
add ?edit to the website 
address.

?edit
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Tharzen offers visual 
editing for web apps 
while they run

It injects a toolbar on the 
page with all tools needed 
to update content.

On the right, the spouse is 
designated using “He is”.

?edit
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It is a true What You 
See is What you Get 
editor

Customers or developers 
replace “He is” by “They 
are”, and click the save 
button.

?edit
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Our A.I. understands 
code, programs, 
data

In this huge hand-coded 
HTML + JavaScript web app 
program file, our A.I. can 
precisely locate where to 
apply the modification.
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Our A.I. writes the 
code that completes 
the request

It also understands 
databases, stylesheets, 
plugins, other programming 
languages, frameworks, etc. 

Developers can customize 
its behavior to create 
powerful recurring editing 
patterns.
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Program, database, 
source files

Output

Output’
Program’, database’, 

source files’

Output’’

Patented 
A.I. engine

Bidirectional Programming powers our A.I. assistant
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Bidirectional 
Programming is 
backed by science

Tharzen holds exclusive rights on patent (PCT/US19/43846) 

filed in 2018 that makes it possible to:

Modify both code and input 
when output is modified.

Deal with merging 
modifications from a single 
source.

Deal with ambiguities, 
syntax, custom code, etc.
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Our customers could not 
be happier

Ease of use Interface
Accessible from mobile
devices
Live changes in a 

matter of
seconds.
Affordable solution
for their SMB clients
Increase productivity of
website developers

A feeling of easiness like Microsoft Word… this 
is amazing.”

- CEO, FINANCIAL SERVICES

Thinking that I can do it myself during breaks… 
this is awesome.”

- OWNER, DAYCARE PROVIDER
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A website agency
market of $ 255M

Web developers cost $60k/year;
15% for website maintenance

170k web 
developers

Without Tharzen                     With Tharzen

USA

Individual

$ 9k

$ 1.53B

50% increase 
in productivity

$ 6k

$ 1.5k/year
/dev

200 licenses
to break even

$ 251M/year

1/3 cost 
reduction

$ 1.02B

15%
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From channels to technological acquisition

Distribution channels:

● Purchase from tharzen.com

● Obtain through website agencies

● CMS plugins to install (WordPress, 

Joomla, Drupal, Magento...)

● Hosting providers

Envisioned exits:

● Technology acquisition: Adobe 

Magento, WebFlow, Wordpress 

(Automattic), GoDaddy, EIG 

(BlueHost), DreamHost...

● Patent acquisition: Google, Adobe, 

Microsoft, IBM...
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2019 1H2020 2H2020 2021

Thaditor 1.0

HTML, SSG

Collaborative

SMB Owners

Thaditor 2.0
JavaScript, 
Web apps

Digital Website Agencies
(Micro. + Big)

Thaditor 2.5
PHP

htaccess, Ajax

Thaditor 3.0
CMS plugins,

MySQL

Series A

Technology:

Customers:

Funding:

Digital Marketing 
Agencies

Accelerator

Pathway: SMBs → Website Agencies → Digital Marketing Agencies
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Aseem Bhardwaj 
CEO

MBA’20 ; 15 years + Industry 
Experience (IBM)
Sr. Certified Software 
Architect
Partnered with Microsoft, 
Adobe, Amazon
Author

Prof. Ravi 
Chugh

Ind. Advisor  
Career Award

Mikaël Mayer
CTO

PhD 2017 @EPFL
Microsoft, Google
Inventor of two patents
Expert in web programming

Our founding team has precise mix of talent and experience

Engineers

Head of sales Melissa Harris
Advisor, CEO
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aseem @ tharzen.com

Bringing A.I. to website content management
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